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Abstract

In this work we present a traffic information dissemination system that seeks to

deliver relevant traffic information to drivers to help make their driving experience

more efficient, pleasant and safe. The system uses the crowd of drivers as the main

source of information. The crowd reports information about traffic either directly to

our system’s central server or to social networks. In case the information is reported

to a social network our system architecture allows the integration of social networks as

a traffic information source. It also allows the integration of other traffic information

sources such as local traffic monitoring agencies. Our system aggregates all traffic

information and delivers it to drivers subscribed to the system when they demand

it. In addition, our system provides an efficient navigation service that it takes

into account the current traffic conditions when planning a route. Furthermore, it

periodically checks if there are new traffic events that appear on the user’s current

route in which case the system will automatically give the user an alternate route.

We implement a prototype of our system that use the social networks as a traffic

information source and through the prototype evaluation we show that the prototype

of our system indeed delivers relevant traffic information to drivers and performs

intelligent navigation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Driving in today’s metropolitan cities is becoming a time consuming and a tedious

process. Getting stuck in traffic due to construction or an accident ahead is a com-

mon occurrence in today’s driving experience. However, this does not have to be the

case. If a driver is informed of a congested zone in a timely fashion he or she can

choose to avoid such a zone. In order to let other drivers know about such events

we need a way to sense these events when they happen, process the sensed events,

and then communicate them to the drivers that might be affected by such traffic

events. Therefore we need a technology that can perform the following functions:

sensing, information processing and communication. Today’s smartphones are pow-

erful mobile computers that can perform all of these three functions. Smartphones

can sense information such as location, direction, and speed, process the information

and communicate it via data-enabled networks. In this thesis, we present a client

server system that exploits the smartphone technology to disseminate relevant traffic

information to individual drivers in a timely fashion, thus providing a more efficient

and pleasant driving experience.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1.1 Motivation

Traffic Management is increasingly becoming a challenging problem. This is due to

the increase in the number of vehicles in both the developed and developing world.

Poor Traffic Management leads to problems such as traffic congestion and collisions.

These traffic problems lead to increased CO2 emissions, loss of productive time which

costs the private and public sectors millions of dollars, loss of lives and assets, and

negatively impacting people’s quality of life. In the United States alone, about six

million accidents, tens of thousands of deaths and millions of injuries occur every

year[16]. In Canada, 172,883 persons were injured in 2009 due to traffic collisions

[1], Additionally, vehicles are one of the main sources of environmental pollution and

poor traffic conditions can lead to increasing the time vehicles spend on the road and

in turn increasing emissions. According to the National resources Defense Council, a

non-profit organization, approximately 1.5 billion tons of CO2 are emitted annually in

the United States. One proposed method to improve traffic is to widely disseminate

traffic information to drivers so that they can make smarter choices in navigating the

roads which would lead to improved traffic conditions. Informing drivers about events

such as traffic congestion, slippery roads, and collisions, can help drivers in avoiding

problematic regions and therefore help ensure traffic safety and smooth traffic flow.

Currently, in some countries around the world, there exists systems that sense

traffic events such as collisions, congestion, or specific road conditions and then dis-

seminate this information to drivers to make their driving more pleasant and safe.

These system are called Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and they are dis-

cussed in detail in Chapter 2. The problem with current ITS technologies is that they
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are costly because they require an infrastructure to be in place to support the deploy-

ment of the technology. For this reason, not all the countries around the world have

adopted such technologies. In addition, due to its cost these systems do not usually

cover an entire city but tend to cover only the major arteries of the city’s roadways.

In order to address this problem we propose a system that does not need an expensive

infrastructure to be deployed. Our system does not seek to replace current deployed

ITS technologies but to supplement them.

1.2 Objective

The main objective of this dissertation is to present a system of an anytime-anywhere

traffic information dissemination system. The system collects traffic information that

is sensed by the individual drivers, mobile and smart phone sensors, social networks

and integrates it with traffic information obtained from deployed ITS technologies

and emerging ITS technologies. The system analyses all gathered information and

disseminates the information to individual driver’s based on the relevancy of the

information to each driver. In addition to that, it utilize theis traffic information to

provide the drivers with optimized routes.

1.3 Thesis-Contributions

In this dissertation we propose a traffic information dissemination system that has

the following attributes:

1. Integrated:Traffic information is integrated from various sources including:
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local transportation authorities, smartphones, social networks and other infor-

mation dissemination systems.

2. Extendible: The framework of the system allows for the addition of traffic

event sources.

3. Human Reporting: People are able to report traffic events through the system

interface.

4. Context Aware: Information dissemination to the user of the system is per-

formed based on the user’s current context i.e. location, time. This ensures

that the user does not receive irrelevant information.

5. Effecient Navigation: Navigation from a source to a destination takes into

account current road conditions.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of information dis-

semination in ITS. It also gives an overview of other systems that utilize smartphones

and social networks to perform information dissemination. Chapter 3 describes our

traffic information dissemination system CrowdNav. Chapter 4 describes a prototype

that we built based on the system proposed in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 evaluates the

prototype of the system through detailed test cases. Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude

and provide direction for future work.



Chapter 2

Background

An Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is a set of technologies whose aim is to

provide safety and efficiency for road transportation [14]. In an ITS system infor-

mation about traffic and road condition is gathered using specialized devices. The

information is used to manage traffic flow and is also disseminated to drivers and

authorities so that they can take appropriate actions if necessary. Therefore, one

of the main tasks of these technologies is gathering information of road conditions,

and effectively disseminating the sensed information. Currently deployed technologies

gather road information using road sensors, video cameras and radars and then send

this information to centralized processing units which disseminate the information.

Proposed technologies on the other hand, depend on vehicles and roadside devices

equipped with sensing and communication modules [10]. The vehicles and roadside

devices equipped with these modules form the Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET).

A volume of research discusses different techniques of information dissemination in

VANETs. The first two sections will provide further detail about the current technolo-

gies for ITS information dissemination and information dissemination in VANETs.

5
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Our traffic information dissemination system that we propose in chapter 3 uti-

lizes smartphones and social networks. For this purpose we also give an overview of

various traffic and non-traffic related applications that use either social networks or

smartphones or both to disseminate information to users who might be interested in

it. An overview of some of these applications will be provided in the last two section.

2.1 Current Techniques for Information Dissemi-

nation in ITS

In the currently applied methods of information dissemination traffic Information

is detected, processed and disseminated using integrated, advanced systems. The

detectors utilized in ITS include but are not limited to: sensors, cameras, and infrared

beacons. We provide a brief overview of some of these detectors (as discussed in[32]):

• Loop Detectors: A coil installed under the road surface that can detect vehi-

cles passing over it. The coil generates a magnetic field, when a vehicle passes

through this magnetic field the inductance of the coil changes and this change

is detected. Inductance is the ability of an electrical component to store energy

in its magnetic field. Loop detectors are used to measure traffic flow.

• Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Cameras: A collection of video cam-

eras that send video signals to a limited set of monitors. The video images can

be processed manually by humans or automatically using software. The video

images are useful in measuring traffic flow, monitoring of specific intersections,

license plate reading, and vehicle tracking.
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• Ultrasonic Detectors: There are two types of ultrasonic detectors: contin-

uous wave and pulse detectors. The continuous wave detector works on the

principle of sending a ultrasonic sound wave towards a vehicle and measuring

the frequency of the wave that is reflected from the vehicle. The frequency of

the reflected wave depends on the vehicle’s speed. Similarly the pulse detector

works by sending an ultrasonic pulse and measuring the time it takes for the

pulse to come back. This application of ultrasonic detectors includes vehicle

speed measurement, vehicle detection, and vehicle class detection.

• Infrared Beacon: Infrared beacons are used for short-range vehicle commu-

nication. Infrared beacons can receive and send data to specialized in-vehicle

units. They can also be used for vehicle detection.

The different types of detectors have different advantages and disadvantages. Loop

detectors are very accurate and are not affected by environmental factors such as

weather conditions but they are expensive and disruptive to traffic because they re-

quire road drilling in order to install them. Other types of detectors such as ultrasonic

detectors, CCTV cameras, and Infrared beacons require much less disruptive instal-

lation but their measurements can be affected by weather conditions.

The information gathered by detectors is sent to centralized traffic control centres

that use the information to manage traffic through controlling traffic signals. Traffic

control centres also provide drivers with safety or road condition information. Dis-

seminating the information to drivers is done through different methods including

changeable message signs (CMS) and in-vehicle units. Changeable message signs are

electronic boards that are used to display messages about road conditions to drivers.

In-vehicle units which are available in advanced Intelligent Transportation Systems
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are used to receive more customized traffic information.

Using the technologies mentioned above, some countries have developed Intelligent

Transportation Systems (ITS) to manage traffic especially in large metropolitan cities.

In 1993, Japan established the Universal Traffic Management System(UTMS) [11].

The UTMS consists of several subsystems that each has distinct role and they are:

1. The Advanced Mobile Information Systems (AMIS) disseminate the traffic infor-

mation available at the Traffic Control Center to in-vehicle navigation systems,

or via traffic information display boards or to the media.

2. Public Transportation Priority Systems (PTPS) detect the public transport ve-

hicle’s id using an infrared beacon and then disseminate it to the traffic Control

Centre which uses this information to control the traffic signals to ensure smooth

traffic flow. Furthermore, it disseminates warning messages via the information

display boards.

3. Mobile Operation Control Systems (MOCS) detect the ids of buses , freight,

sanitation and other service vehicles and report their location and time to the

transport administration.

4. Environment Protection Management Systems (EPMS) reduce traffic pollution

and protect the environment by collecting information from roadside exhausts,

noise detectors, and infrared beacons then transmit this information to the

traffic control centre which uses it to disperse traffic flow to reduce pollution.

5. Driving Safety Support Systems (DSSS) help the drivers to drive safely by using

various sensors to detect vehicles, pedestrians, motorcyclists who are not in the
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driver’s sight and disseminate this information to the drivers via in-vehicle units

or message display boards.

6. Help System for Emergency Life saving and Public Safety (HELP) gathers in-

formation about traffic information and disseminates the information to the

appropriate emergency response services.

7. Pedestrian Information and Communication Systems (PICS) disseminate the

information to help the elderly and the visually impaired in crossing intersec-

tions safely, by providing them with the intersection name, and the signal status.

It also allows them to extend the green light duration using hand held or hands

free devices.

8. Dynamic Route Guidance Systems (DRGS) help the drivers to reach their des-

tination as quickly as possible by providing them with the information for the

optimal route. The route is on the vehicle’s navigation unit. This is done by

having the in-vehicle navigation unit transmit the destination of the vehicle to

an on-road infrared beacon that in turn transmits this information to the traffic

control centre. The traffic control centre having accumulated traffic condition

information calculates the optimal route and transmits it back to the vehicle

via the infrared beacon.

9. Intelligent Integrated ITV Systems, collect the traffic information using the

intelligent integrated cameras and disseminate this information to the police

stations and the traffic control centre.
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In 1991, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation (MTO) in Canada deployed a

Freeway Traffic Management system named COMPASS [8] that recently covers the en-

tire geographical area of Highway 401 within the Toronto region. COMPASS consists

of Vehicle Detector Stations (VDS) which are loops embedded beneath the pavement

that can measure the vehicles’ average speed, traffic volume count, and occupancy

information. The traffic information is transmitted to the traffic operation centre

over fibre-optic and coaxial networks that are installed along the freeway and then

processed and displayed to the operator. The Traffic information centre also receives

information as images from the Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras to con-

firm and identify the received information from VDS. In addition, maintenance staff

patrolling on the freeway act as an additional means of detection, they call to record

any incident they may observe. In order to disseminate the information to drivers

COMPASS uses Changeable Message Signs (CMS) located at strategic points along

the freeway. Operators in the traffic operation centre coordinate with the Ontario

Provincial Police, fire departments, ambulance services, and towing companies based

on the dispatched information. A subsystem of COMPASS called Traffic and Road

Information System(TRIS) provides subscribers, mainly radio media outlets, with

automated faxed information about traffic conditions. This information can also be

accessed via hotlines.

In the United States different ITS technologies such as the Highway Data Col-

lector (HDC) and Vehicles Date Collector (VDC) are used to aggregate traffic data

in Highways and major roads respectively. Both HDC and VDC consist mainly of

numerous loops and cameras. The information gathered by HDC and VDC is dis-

seminated to other ITS technologies, such as changeable message signs, traffic control
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systems, Traffic Management Software (TMS), Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP)

and Transit Signal Priority (TSP) and 511 hotlines and websites. HDC mainly con-

sists of sensor-based technologies, specifically loop detectors in addition to cameras.

VDC is similar to HDC and consists of loops and cameras but it uses video surveil-

lance as well. Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) and Transit Signal Priority

(TSP) are being controlled using traffic control centres that control traffic signals

and warn vehicles if they are using wrong lanes. Vehicle Data Collectors (VDC),

Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP) and Transit Signal Priority (TSP) technolo-

gies are used to aggregate, manage, disseminate and control the traffic of the main

roads respectively.[5]

The current technologies are affective in enhancing road safety, and helping man-

age traffic. However, these technologies are costly and need special site deployment,

they are prone to failure due to bad weather. In addition, the current ITS technolo-

gies are available in countries that have the resources to set up such systems such

as the United States,Canada, Japan and Sweden. Therefore the technology is not

accessible to all countries in the world yet.

2.2 Information Dissemination in VANETs

The current deployed ITS technologies use specialized devices to sense traffic and

road information. The information is then aggregated and disseminated using cen-

tralized control units via the media, Changeable Message Signs, in-vehicle units or

other methods. However, many vehicle manufacturers are in the process of integrating

sensing and communication devices for the purposes of added safety, assisted driv-

ing and entertainment such as BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Fiat, Ford, General Motors,
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Honda. BMW for instance is considered as a leader in introduction for driver assist

sensors [15]. Some of the emerging sensing technologies are forward collision warning,

side object detection, low-speed Automatic Cruise Control ACC, lane-keeping and

weather detection. Having such units in the vehicles transforms the vehicle into a

sensing and communicating node. Therefore traffic and road information gathering

and dissemination does not have to be solely carried out using systems that use spe-

cialized road sensors and centralized control units as is done with the current ITS

technologies. Instead, the vehicles themselves can sense and gather traffic informa-

tion. The vehicles can communicate directly with each other or with road side units

to disseminate traffic information. The group of vehicles and roadside units form the

Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs).

VANETs are emerging as the network design for Intelligent Transportation Sys-

tem (ITS), Information dissemination in VANETs has special importance to improve

both road traffic safety and comfort. Interest in VANETs is not limited to road safety

information dissemination but rather it includes convenient information such as mu-

sic, and advertisements. Information dissemination in VANETs is not only of interest

to the academic community but has also received interest from government and in-

dustry. Government and academia are cooperating with industry via frameworks and

partnering to encourage the growth of self-funded services, offering drivers greater

choices and the scope to make better travel decision [6].

Information Dissemination in VANETs occurs by exchanging information between

vehicles and infrastructure which is called Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communica-

tion, or by exchanging information between Vehicles (V2V) or hybrid communication

that uses both V2I and V2V. In V2I communication a vehicle sends its data to an
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infrastructure which can be a stand alone or attached to the traffic light or a cellular

tower or a WLAN access point when in range . The infrastructure in turn sends the

received information to another vehicle when that vehicle is in range. However, such

infrastructure is not guaranteed to exist at every location and thus the need for ve-

hicles to communicate with each other directly via V2V communication. In order for

the vehicles, also known as nodes, to communicate with infrastructure or with each

other it is assumed that they are equipped with sensing and communication units.

The simplest method to disseminate information in VANETs is called flooding. In

flooding, each node in the network broadcasts the data it receives to all other nodes

that it can reach. The problem with this approach is that in dense network where a

lot of nodes are close to each other network congestion will occur. Network congestion

occurs when a node receives redundant data leading to problems such as delays in

data transmission, and data loss. To solve this problem researchers in VANETs pro-

pose a variety of protocols to disseminate the information. We briefly discuss different

routing protocols that are proposed in the literature. Routing protocols govern the

way data is disseminated in VANETs. The routing protocols that will be discussed

fall under a subclass of routing called geographic routing. Using geographic routing,

different information dissemination schemes have been proposed. These schemes fall

under two main categories: Context-Aware Information Dissemination and Content-

Retreival. Both of these types of schemes will be discussed.
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2.2.1 Geographical Routing

Geographic or position-based routing is a routing technique in which a node’s packet

forwarding decision primarily depends on the geographic location of the node’s neigh-

bours. In order for geographic routing to be possible each vehicle must know its loca-

tion. This is facilitated by the availability of the Global Position System (GPS) units

within vehicles. In geographic routing, each vehicle periodically broadcasts its geo-

graphic location to other vehicles. Using the location information of other vehicles,

each node maintains a list of its neighbours and can measure the distance to these

neighbours. Here, we describe techniques to disseminate data from a source node to

a group of nodes in the network instead of only sending data to a specific destination

node. In one of the earliest works on geographic routing [33] the authors propose two

protocols. In the first protocol, called Track Detection Protocol (TRADE), each node

classifies the nodes that are farthest from it as border nodes. When a node broadcasts

a message to other vehicles, only the boarder nodes are allowed to rebroadcast the

message. The second protocol proposed is the Distance Defer Transmission (DDT)

which has the following steps:

1. For a message, x, that a node A wants to rebroadcast. A broadcasts the message

along with it’s location to all neighbouring nodes.

2. When a neighbouring node, B, receives the message B calculates a defer time to

rebroadcast message x. The defer time is inversely proportional to its distance

from A.

3. While B’s defer time is passing, B might receive the message, x, from neigh-

bouring nodes that have shorter defer time than B. B records the location of
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all such nodes in a list, N .

4. When B’s defer time expires, B determines if its transmission area has already

been covered by the nodes in N ; If so, B does not retransmit; otherwise B

retransmits the message.

In [14] the authors improve on TRADE and DDT by reducing the number of border

nodes and limiting the broadcast to vehicle’s in a risk zone. A vehicle is determined

to be in a risk zone if its driving direction is towards the vehicle initiating the original

broadcast which is due to a traffic accident. In [36] the authors propose a technique

to disseminate information on a bidirectional road. When an emergency event occurs

on one side of the road the vehicles that are on the other side of the road which are

travelling in the opposite direction are used to disseminate the information about the

emergency event to the vehicles that are approaching it. In [38] a data centre periodi-

cally broadcasts to the vehicles on major roads, once a vehicle receives the information

it broadcasts to all reachable vehicles and chooses the farthest vehicle to rebroadcast

the information. If a vehicle is at an intersection the broadcast might also reach ve-

hicles that are travelling on the intersecting road. To further ensure that data gets to

vehicles on the intersecting road, relay and broadcast stations (IBers) are placed at

road intersections. These units receive information from vehicles on the major road

and then rebroadcast it to vehicles near the intersection. Vehicles travelling on the

major road also benefit from the IBer units because a vehicle travelling on the major

road might not receive the data from the data centre directly or from another vehicle.

The IBer stations also helps in reducing the frequency at which the data centre needs

to broadcast information. The authors in [17] propose a stand-alone infrastructure

called Dead Drops that can be used together with other dissemination mechanism.
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Dead Drops are simply buffer units that store received data and broadcast it at a

later time. Dead Drops are not connected to each other nor connected to a central

entity. Dead Drops increase the rate of information dissemination specially for the

sparse environment where the opprotunity for a vehicle to meet another vehicle is

low.

2.2.2 Context Aware Information Dissemination in VANETs

In VANETs Context typically refers to the age of the message or information category

or news values or location and direction of the vehicle. Context aware information

dissemination relies on geographic routing to disseminate information, however the

context aware information dissemination purpose is to take the relevancy of the mes-

sage to the vehicle into account. In[18] the authors propose a routing scheme that

takes the benefit of the information into account. The benefit of the message is eval-

uated according to some values such as message content, message age, distance to

source of information. The benefit of the message is attached to the header of the

message and the messages are prioritized according to their benefit. Messages with

higher benefit will be placed at the beginning of the retransmission queue while the

lowest benefit messages go at the end of the retransmission queue. In [24] the au-

thors present a system that assumes that the information sensed from the vehicle

intelligent sensors has value and if the information that is sensed has a value larger

than a predefined threshold then the information is considered critical. The critical

information is broadcast to other vehicles or to a data centre using geographic routing

methods. If the sensed information has a value less than a predefined threshold then

the information is stored within each vehicle and is available for querying. Vehicles
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are allowed to issue queries about destinations that are ahead of them. As an example

a vehicle driving to a specific city wants to find out the weather in that city. In this

case the vehicles sends the query to a vehicle that is ahead of it and the query is

propagated towards the destination in this manner. As the query is being propagated

towards the destination information that might be related to the query is collected

from the propagating vehicles. Once the query reaches the destination the query is

relayed to a vehicle that is located at the destination, the query is answered, and the

response is traced back to the source. In some cases, there might not be a vehicle

at the exact destination location inquired about. In this case a response is sent back

to the source with the information collected so far from vehicles that propagated the

query. A query might be answered before reaching the destination and in this case

the response is sent back to the source without having to further propagate the query.

This system combines the context aware information and content retrieval. Content

retrieval techniques are further discussed in the following section.

2.2.3 Content Retrieval in VANETs

Content retrieval is another important application of information dissemination in

VANETs. In a content retrieval scheme a vehicle can query the network for specific

information. Examples include a vehicle querying the network for a specific song or

querying a nearby mall for specific products of interest. In this regard, the authors of

[25] propose FleaNet, a virtual market place on VANETs that allows users to trade

using queries on the vehicular networks. The user can act as a buyer or seller that

queries periodically for his offer/demand to the neighbouring vehicles which in their

turn store the query in their local database without further propagation of the query.
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If the query is satisfied according to user criterion such as distance from the current

location the user will be notified. In FleaNet geo routing is used to propagate the

queries and replies between nodes of the network. A major issue with content-retrieval

in VANETs is that a querying vehicle must come in contact with the vehicle that holds

the exact answer to the query and the probability of such cases is low. The authors

in [37] propose Roadcast, a popularity-based information dissemination system to

increase the frequency of successful queries. The system has two functionalities: a

popularity-aware content-retrieval and popularity aware data replacement. When a

vehicle issues a query, popularity aware content retrieval relaxes the query requirement

of the user and uses Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to find the most relevant

data towards the user’s query. The IR techniques used also factor in the popularity of

the data in answering the user’s query. In addition, popularity aware data replacement

ensures that the density of data in the network depends on its popularity. Therefore

content that is queried often is found more promptly.

2.3 Smartphones for sensing and information dis-

semination

The smart phone is not only a telephone, but also a powerful environmental sensing

unit that can monitor a user’s ambient context, both unobtrusively and in real time.

[35]. This is because, a smartphone is a robust sensing unit that can sense and

measure various types of information. Smartphones are able to detect audio, record

pictures and videos, determine geo-location, and measure direction and orientation of

the phone. Geo-location refers to the geographic location which is represented as the
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two dimensional coordinate of latitude and longitude. In addition, Smartphones are

an effective tool for information dissemination because information can be rapidly

transmitted because most smartphones are connected to a high speed network such

as third Generation of mobile telecommunication (3G) and Long Term Evolution

(LTE). In [30] the authors propose a technique that uses the sensing capabilities of

smart phone to detect traffic conditions. The authors use the following components of

the smartphone to detect traffic conditions: GSM radio, accelerometer, microphone,

and GPS. They initially use the accelerometer to detect frequent braking as well

as bumps or potholes, in the road. Using GSM radio coarse-grained localization of

the vehicle is performed. Once it is determined that more accurate localization is

needed for example to detect the specific location of a pothole then GPS localization

is used. The microphone is used to detect chaotic traffic environments by analysing

honking pattern in an area. The detected information is filtered within each individual

smartphone and then sent to a central server for aggregation. The authors assume

that this information is then disseminated to other vehicles.

In [12] the authors presentNaviTime, a pedestrian navigation system that can

calculate the optimal method for a pedestrian to get from one point to another. The

NaviTime user interface which is a smartphone application also uses the user’s geo-

location available from smartphone GPS to guide the user along his journey. The

system gathers real-time itineraries of various public transportation methods such as

buses, and trains as well as traffic conditions and aggregates all this information to

give the user the most optimal method to get to his destination.

WAZE [2] is an enhanced navigation system that depends on the drivers’ partic-

ipation to determine traffic conditions and therefore improve route planning. Waze
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works by automatically sending location and speed information of the drivers using

the application to its servers. This information is processed and taken into account

when calculating the optimal route. Using the information that is periodically gath-

ered from users, Waze also re-routes users if a problem is detected on their current

route. Drivers also have the option to manually report traffic events such as hazards,

accidents, or police traps. Waze encourages their users to try rarely used roads in

order for Waze to get more traffic information about those road using points-based so-

cial games. In addition, Waze allows its users to join groups or create groups. These

groups can be members of family, friends, or commuters of the same road. These

groups can also be used for tracking purposes, for example a group of families are

travelling together towards a specific destination and they want to keep track of each

other’s position. In addition to actively reporting the traffic event to members of the

group. Waze depends on TIGER maps service [7], that requires maps of countries to

be manually created before being used by the application. For this reason, Waze is

only useful for countries that have maps already created for them by users. Another

drawback of WAZE is that it solely depends on users as a source of traffic informa-

tion and therefore is likely missing traffic information that is gathered by Intelligent

Transportation Systems, local authorities, and other traffic information sources.

2.4 Social Networks for information dissemina-

tion

The social networks are an emerging technology that have a significant role in dis-

semination of information. To define social networks, social network is a structure
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that consists of nodes correspond to individuals or business organization, these nodes

are connected by different types of relationships. Users of social networks are able

to share real time events of their personal lives, share their opinions, share photos or

play games etc. Basically it’s an environment created by people who are using it [19].

Examples of social networks are Facebook, twitter, Google+, MY Yahoo, Ping FM

and others. According to Internet World Stats [4], Facebook alone has around 800

million users. Researchers are recognizing the significant role of social networks. In

this section we give an overview of the research literature that uses social networks

for information dissemination.

[20] presents a framework named Social virtPresenter that integrates the virtP-

resenter framework, which is a framework that generates video streams of lecture

presentation material, with social networks such as Facebook. Students watching a

lecture using Social virtPresenter can see who else is watching the lecture and what

position in the recording have others reached, post comments or ask questions about

where they are in the lecture. Social vertPresenter also facilitates the creation of

virtual study groups for a course. It also uses the number of times specific posi-

tions of the recording were watched to create footprints within the lecture time line.

Footprints are used to highlight the most important parts of the lecture recording.

Social networks are not only important in disseminating information for academic

purposes but they are also used for medical purposes. In [31] the authors present a

framework that is used to disseminate critical body vitals such as blood pressure and

heart rate to the larger community in case of an emergency. The framework is named

SenseFace and it is a four-tier network which includes Body sensor networks, cellular

networks, the internet, and social networks. The body sensor network consists of
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wireless sensor nodes that can sense a patient’s various body vitals such as a wireless

ECG (Electrocardiogram). Information will be captured by the body sensor network

and wirelessly sent to a central entity on the internet via the network of cellular tow-

ers. The central entity acts as a gateway to analayse the received information and

then disseminates it to the user’s social networks if it is considered critical. The social

network consists of people who might be of interested in the disseminated informa-

tion such as immediate family of the patient carrying the body sensor, authorized

medical staff, and emergency services. Another application for social networks is face

recognition in robots. In [26],[27], [28] the authors integrate social networks with

robots through a framework named Facebot which uses the information disseminated

on Facebook such as pictures that are tagged on Facebook together with pictures

captured by the robot camera. The robot uses these pictures along with relation-

ship information between people on Facebook to determine the identity of people in

untagged pictures and then tag these people in the untagged pictures.



Chapter 3

The System

3.1 CrowdSourcing to disseminate traffic informa-

tion

Crowdsourcing is defined as the act of taking a problem that is generally designated to

one entity and assigning it to a large group of people, the crowd, [23]. Crowdsourcing

is a distributed problem solving model where the power of the crowd is used to solve

difficult problems that are difficult to solve by a single entity. The problem that

our system is seeking to solve is providing a driver with the safest and most time-

efficient driving experience based on current traffic conditions. Traditionally, traffic

conditions are determined through on-road sensing that uses devices such as loop

wires and CCTV cameras. As discussed previously, these technologies do not always

cover all roads and are costly because they require an infrastructure to support them.

However, in the crowd, each individual driver acts as a sensor that can report any

observed event. Together all drivers form a distributed network that can effectively

23
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sense and report traffic conditions. We propose CrowdNav, a hybrid system that

integrates all the information reported by the crowd, which includes the network

of drivers and social networks, as well as information from traditional information

dissemination sources such as road sensors and vehicle sensors that are implemented

in some countries, and emerging information dissemination sources such as VANET.

CrowdNav processes all the combined information and returns localized information

back to individuals in the crowd based on potential interest.

3.2 CrowdNav Architecture

The CrowdNav architecture is composed of four major components and they are:

traffic event sources, the CrowdNav server, Geographic Information Systems (GIS),

and a user interface. Traffic events information originating from different sources

is integrated and aggregated by the CrowdNav server. There are two Geographic

Information Systems in the CrowdNav architecture: The Location Aware Server(LAS)

and a routing server. The LAS is used as a helper component in interpreting addresses.

The routing server provides navigation services to the CrowdNav system users. The

user interface allows individuals in the crowd to send and receive information from

the CrowdNav server. Figure 3.1 depicts the CrowdNav architecture. The following

subsections provide further detail about each of the components of the system.
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Figure 3.1: CrowdNav System Architecture
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3.2.1 Traffic Event Sources

A traffic event is any event that affects traffic flow such as construction, congestion,

collision, etc. The traffic event sources in the CrowdNav architecture includes tra-

ditional ITS , social networks, Information dissemination systems, smartphones and

others. The definition of each one of those sources is discussed below:

Traditional Inormation Dissemination: Intelligent Transportation System is a

huge source of traffic information that are detected from a variety of sensors. They

include road sensors such as loops and CCTV cameras. ITS technology is described in

detail in chapter 2. Such Information is collected by a single entity such as Ministry

of Transportation Ontario (MTO) in Canada or the Universal Traffic Management

System (UTMS) in Japan. For example, if CrowdNav was deployed in Ontario then

the CrowdNav server can obtain ITS information by communicating with the MTO

system.

Emerging Information Dissemination: means the proposed systems to dissemi-

nate the information such as geographic routing and content retreival. those systems

are described in detail in chapter 2.

Smartphones: As described in Chapter 2 the smartphone is a powerful sensing

device that can measure different types of information. In our system we make use

of the smartphone to detect a vehicle’s geo-location, the vehicle’s driving direction as

well as interacting with the user through two way audio communication.

Social Networks: Social Networks can be used to form special interest groups that

are used to disseminate information to members of such groups. The idea is to have

groups that are used to disseminate traffic information for specific zones or specific

major highways or roads within a city. In this case users who are members of such
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groups will be notified of such events. The CrowdNav system takes this idea one

step further by gathering information from such groups residing on different social

networks and disseminating this information to all individuals that are using the

CrowdNav system. The information that CrowdNav presents is richer and more tar-

geted than the information being disseminated by a single group on a social network

because data is being gathered from different sources, filtered and then sent to users

based on their specific geo-location.

3.2.2 CrowdNav Server

The two main functionalities of the CrowdNav Server are:

1. Pulling Information from available sources

2. Data Aggregation and Storage

Information needs to be retrieved from numerous ITS sources. Due to the volume

of information and the variety of sources, information retrieval must be performed in

an expandable and scalable fashion. For this purpose, a plug-in-based framework is

proposed for the centralized CrowdNav processing server. The framework is shown

in Figure 3.2. Each traffic event source is handled by it’s own plug-in that provides

an API for the core to initialize a connection to traffic event source, query and pull

data from the traffic event source and finally close the connection. Given such plug-

ins, the core unit extracts the data from different traffic sources and then filters and

aggregates the information into a central repository.

The central repository is a relational database that is used to store all traffic

event data. The database is designed so that the events of each major city are
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Figure 3.2: CrowdNav Framework

Field Format
LATITUDE FLOAT(2)
LONGITUDE FLOAT(2)

EVENT CHAR(20)
TIMESTAMP DATE

Table 3.1: City table specification in the CrowdNav database

stored in one table. Therefore the table names in the database will be of the format

CITY_PROVINCE/STATE_COUNTRY. Each event record will include fields to

store the following information: latitude, longitude, event, and time stamp. Table

3.1 shows the detailed specification of the city table. FLOAT(2) refers to a field that

stores a float value with a decimal precision of 2. CHAR(20) is a field that stores a

string of up to 20 characters. The primary key of the city table is the composite of

the latitude, longitude, and event fields. To facilitate faster queries on the city tables

a composite index is created for the latitude and longitude columns on all city tables.
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3.2.3 Geographic Information Systems

The CrowdNav system includes two Geographic Information Systems and they are:

1. The Location Aware Server (LAS).

2. The Routing Server.

A location aware server which are sometimes called Geographic Information Systems

(GIS) are systems designed to capture, store, manipulate, manage, and present geo-

graphically referenced data. The LAS in our system provides the following services:

1. Geocoding: The process of converting an address which can include: city,

province, street number, postal code, and country to a geo-location.

2. Reverse Geocoding: The process of converting a geo-location to an address.

When the CrowdNav server pulls information from different sources, this information

needs to be tagged with its geo-location. The geo-location is crucial because the

it is used in data aggregation and querying. In some cases, the traffic event pulled

from a specific source might not be tagged with a geo-location but instead it is tagged

with an address. If this address is well-formed the LAS is used to geocode the address

information. The LAS is also used by the user interface when calculating a route from

the current address to a destination address. The routing server used by our system

expects the current and destination addresses to be provided as geo-locations. The

geo-location of the current address is available using smartphone API. However, the

destination address entered by the user needs to be converted to a geo-location using

the LAS. Given the correct input, the routing server provides navigation services to

smartphone users. The smartphone user uses the interface to send their source and
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destination points as geo-locations to the routing server which calculates the optimal

route to be taken by the user from the source to the destination point. In addition,

problematic points to avoid can be included when the optimal route request is being

issued to the routing server. If problematic points are included, the routing server

responds with the optimal route that avoids the problematic points.

3.2.4 Smartphone Location Detection

Recent versions of smartphones use Assisted GPS (A-GPS) technology in addition

to WiFi hotspots and cellular towers to determine the phone’s location. A-GPS

uses data available on a network server to shorten the time taken to acquire the

GPS signal or to provide position calculation services to the GPS receiver. WiFi

positioning is performed using the location of nearby WiFi hotspots. The larger the

number of hotspots the more accurate is the position calculated. Nearby cellular

towers are also used to determine the smarphone’s location. WiFi and cellular tower

positioning are used when the GPS signal is absent or in combination with GPS to

provide more accurate position calculation. Since our system depends on smartphone

location detection, navigation can be performed even in areas where a regular GPS

cannot function. The accuracy of the location provided using these technologies can

be affected by several factors such as objects interfering with GPS signals or the

number of WiFi hotspots in the vicinity of the user’s location. According to [34], the

iPhone 3GS had an error that ranges from 10 metres to around 3 kilometres with an

average of 582 metres in detecting the user’s location. This error is significant and

can affect the accuracy of the event locations stored in our system. However advances

in the smartphone location detection technology will further increase the accuracy of
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the events stored in the system.

3.2.5 User Interface

The user interface allows the user to send and receive information from the CrowdNav

Server. Sending information can be done in two ways, an interactive approach and

a passive approach. In the interactive approach the driver has the ability to specify

the observed traffic event or select a traffic event from a predefined list of traffic

events. It can be done using voice commands which is more effective in reducing the

distraction to the driver. In the passive approach, the driver does not manually report

any traffic events. Instead, using the smartphone GPS capability traffic congestion

could be determined. By periodically sending location information to the CrowdNav

server a vehicle’s speed could be determined. By studying the speed of numerous

vehicle’s for a road at different times, congestions on that road could be automatically

detected by the CrowdNav server. In addition, traffic Information that is originated

from the vehicle sensors could be passively sent to the smartphone using WiFi [22],

Zigbee [13] or bluetooth [29]. This information is then passively forwarded to the

CrowdNav server. The passive approach has the advantage of providing no distraction

to the driver when compared to the interactive approach. However, the interactive

approach gives the driver more control over the kind of traffic event to be reported.

The interface also allows the user to receive relevant traffic information based on

his current location. We call this context-aware information. The user can manually

retrieves traffic information through voice command or a touch event. The retrieval of

information is performed by querying the CrowdNav server for traffic events that are

physically close to the user’s current location. Since the current location is represented
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as a geo-location and data in the CrowdNav server is indexed by geo-location the query

is efficient. This can be done through a touch interface that requires minimal touch

events to not greatly distract the driver

3.2.6 How it all fits together

Users subscribed to the CrowdNav system can passively or interactively post traffic

event information to the CrowdNav Server. The CrowdNav server also pulls informa-

tion from different traffic event sources such as Social Networks or ITS systems. This

information is aggregated into a central database. All events in the same city are

stored in the same table. In order for an event to be stored in the central database,

both the geo-location and city information of the event must be available. If only one

of these two pieces of information is available then the CrowdNav server can issue

an HTTP request to the LAS to obtain the missing piece of information. In order

to pull relevant traffic information users subscribed to the CrowdNav server use the

CrowndNav interface. The interface extracts relevant traffic events by issuing queries

to the server that extracts events that are in close proximity to the user’s geo-location

based on user’s pulling demand. The user interface can also be used to navigate from

the user’s current location to a specific destination. In this scenario the user enters

his destination address. Then the interface sends an HTTP request to the LAS to

determine the geo-location of the destination address inserted by the user. Next, the

interface issues a query to the CrowdNav server to pull all traffic events that could

be located between the current location and the desired destination. Finally, the

interface passes the geo-locations of the current location, destination, and relevant

traffic events to the routing server which calculates an optimal route that avoids all
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the relevant traffic events and provide it to the user’s smartphone. The processes of

the CrowdNav system mentioned here are described in detail in the next section.

3.3 CrowdNav System Processes

3.3.1 CrowdNav Server Processes

In this section we explain the details of the processes performed by the CrowdNav

Server. For each traffic event source that CrowdNav server obtains information from

the following processes are performed:

1. Purging Old Data: Deleting obsolete data from the CrowdNav database.

2. Pulling Data: Use the specific traffic event source API to PULL Traffic infor-

mation by querying the data in the source and receiving a response.

3. Storing Data: Storing the Pulled data into the CrowdNav database.

These processes need to be performed periodically, hence they are performed using

a cron job. A cron job is simply a script that is scheduled to run at specific intervals

of time. A single cron job is needed to perform the purging of old data. For example,

the cron job can be set up to clean all data that is older than one hour. This is done

using an SQL script that issues the following SQL statement for every table in the

database: DELETE * FROM TABLE_NAME WHERE now () - timestamp > 1

One cron job per data source can be used to preform the pulling and storing pro-

cesses. Using the specific traffic event source API, the cron job initiates a connection

with the data source and then issues a query to extract all new information since

the last time the CrowdNav server did a pull from this data source. If for example,
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the server pulls data every fifteen minutes then the query issued will pull all traffic

events that are added within the last fifteeen minutes. The traffic event source API

must provide the data to the CrowdNav server in the proper format so that it can be

stored into the CrowdNav database. Therefore, when the API is used to perform the

PULL, the data is automatically parsed and formatted according to the CrowdNav

database table format which is [latitude,longitude, event, timestamp]. If the traffic

events are being PULLED from a source that does not provide a geo-location for

each traffic event but instead provides an address then the API pull method sends

an HTTP request to the LAS to obtain geo-locations for the addresses retrieved. In

this case, the API pull method then parses the received response which is either in

the XML or JSON format and extracts the latitude and longitude and adds it to the

data record retrieved so that the record is in the correct format. Similarly, if the

city information is not available then it can be determined using reverse geocoding if

geo-location is provided. The API sends HTTP request to the LAS to obtain the city

information of a traffic event. The API pull method also appends the city, province,

and country to each record. Therefore the final record format provided by the API

is [city,province,country,latitude,longitude,event,timestamp]. Any record that cannot

be formatted in this form is filtered out.

For each record returned first three fields: city, province, country are used to

compose the table name to insert the record into. As mentioned previously, the table

name has the format CITY_PROVINCE/STATE_COUNTRY. An SQL statement

is issued to insert the data into the table. The SQL statement issued has the form:

INSERT lattitude,longitude,event,timestamp into city_province_country
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The cron job configuration described, specifies one cron job per data source. When

a data source has information about more than one city an alternative configuration

is to have a cron job to pull data for each city in this data source. It might be

advantageous to have more than one cron job because different time zones in different

cities means that the level of traffic activity is not uniform across all cities.

Dealing with redundant Information

Although crowdsourcing is a great way to sense traffic events it also has the dis-

advantage of having redundant information. For example, two or more users could

observe the same traffic event and report the event to the CrowdNav server. Another

way to have redundant information is if data pulled from two different sources such

as Facebook and MTO share common reports about the same traffic events. Since

the geo-location and the event is the primary key for every record in the CrowdNav

database then no two records with the same geo-location and the same event can

be inserted into the database. However, this by itself is not enough to eliminate re-

dundant information. The reason is that we can have the following scenario: User

A reports a congestion on road X and then user B who is only 10 metres away from

user A also reports the same congestion on road X. Each of these reports are tagged

with the geo-location of the user’s smartphone. Therefore the geo-location of the two

reports is not identical. Thus, when these two records are inserted into the database

they will be allowed without the PRIMARY_KEY_constraint being violated. The

issue is that geo-location coordinates are very precise. However, this precision can be

controlled by the number of decimal places in the geo-location coordinates. Table 3.2

shows the precision level of each decimal place [9]. It can be seen that the precision
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Table 3.2: Geo-location precision at each decimal place

Precision Diff. at equator Diff. at 30◦ Diff. at 45◦ Diff. at 60◦ Diff. at 75◦

1◦ 111 km 96.4 km 78.7 km 55.7 km 28.8 km
0.1◦ 11 km 9.64 km 7.87 km 5.57 km 2.88 km
0.01◦ 1.1 km 964 m 787 m 557 m 288 m
0.001◦ 110 m 96.4 m 78.7 m 55.7 m 28.8 m
0.0001◦ 11 m 9.64 m 7.87 m 5.57 m 2.88 m
0.00001◦ 1.1 m 96.4 cm 78.7 cm 55.7 cm 28.8 cm
0.000001◦ 11 cm 9.64 cm 7.87 cm 5.57 cm 2.88 cm

at each decimal place varies depending on where we are on the surface of earth. For

example if two different geo-locations have latidude of 45◦ and 46◦ respectively, then

the difference of 1◦corresponds to a distance separation of 96.4 km if the longitude

value of both points is 30◦. However, if the longitude value of both points is 60◦ then

the distance separation between the two points is only 55.7 km. By decreasing the

precision of the geo-location stored in the database we can ensure that reports that

are too close to each other are not accepted because they will violate the primary_key

constraint. The idea is that reports that are very close to each other are likely to

be about the same event. We choose a decimal precision of 2 decimal places has a

precision level between 288 m to 1.1 km for most locations on earth. The CrowdNav

database precision level could be changed as desired based on location. Algorithm 3.1

shows the psuedocode for a cron job that aggregates the data the CrowdNav server.

3.3.2 Smartphone Agent Post

A smartphone user uses the CrowdNav user interface to interact with the CrowdNav

server. Two kinds of interaction are possible and they are: pulling of traffic infor-

mation from the server, and posting of traffic information to the server. Figure 3.3
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Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm for cron job that performs pulling from a traffic events
source
duration← 15 minutes
Initiate connection with traffic events source
query ← "SELECT * WHERE now() - timestamp < duration
Send query to traffic events source server using source API
records← list of formatted response using source API
Close connection with traffic event source
Foreach rec ∈ records

Truncate geo-location fields of rec to two decimal places
Try

INSERT rec INTO city_province_country
EndTry
Catch PRIMARY_KEY_CONSTRAINT

continue
EndCatch

EndForEach

shows a sequence diagram for the registration procedure. Upon downloading the user

interface the user registers with the CrowdNav server. During the registration process

the following steps occur automatically:

1. The user interface uses reverse geocoding to determine the city, province, and

country of the user.

2. A registration HTTP request is sent to the CrowdNav server with the city,province,

and country.

3. The CrowdNav server creates a new user_id for the user on CrowdNav database.

4. The CrowdNav Server grants user_id INSERT and SELECT permissions on

the CrowdNav database table with the name city_province_country. Ignoring

vendor differences, the SQL statement to perform this operation would have a

syntax similar to this:
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LAS
CrowdNav

ServerSmartphone
User

city, province, country

<lat,long>

Register (city, province, country)

  user_id, city table name

CrowdNav
Database

Create user_id and grant permissions to city table

  user_id created and

permissions granted

Figure 3.3: Sequence Diagram for Registration Process

GRANT INSERT, SELECT ON TABLE_NAME TO USER_ID

5. The CrowdNav server replies back to the smartphone with the user_id assigned

to it and the city table that it has access to.

6. The user interface stores the city table name in a list. This list represents the

cities that the user is subscribed to.

Once the user receives a user_id from the CrowdNav server the user can post and

pull information from the table storing his city’s data. Figure 3.4 shows a sequence

diagram for the steps taken during the posting process. When the user attempts to

post information, the user interface performs reverse geocoding on the user’s geo-

location to determine if the user’s current city is in the list of cities that the user is
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subscribed to. If the user is in a city that he/she is subscribed to then the following

steps are performed:

1. The user interface establishes a connection to the CrowdNav database using

user_id.

2. The user interface issues an INSERT SQL statement to insert a new record into

the city table. The SQL statement has the form:

INSERT latitude, longitude, event, timestamp INTO city_table

3. The user interface closes the connection to the CrowdNav database

Otherwise if the user’s current city is not in the list of cities that he/she is subscribed

to, then the following steps are performed:

1. An add permission HTTP request is sent to the CrowdNav server with the new

city.

2. The CrowdNav server grants INSERT and SELECT permissions to the new

city table.

3. The CrowdNav server replies back to the smartphone with success of the grant-

ing operation.

4. The user’s current city is added to the list of cities that he/she is subscribed to.

5. The user interface initiates a connection with the CrowdNav database with the

user’s id

6. The user interface issues an INSERT SQL statement to insert a new record into

the city table .
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LAS
CrowdNav

ServerSmartphone
User

city, province, country

<lat,long>

Request permission to current city table

permissions granted

 initiate connection with database with user_id

connection established

issue INSERT SQL statement to insert event record

success or failure of INSERT statement

alt

[current city is in the list of cities the user is subscribed to]

CrowdNav
Database

grant permissions to current city table

  user_id granted 

new permissions 

[else]

connection established

issue INSERT SQL statement to insert event record

success or failure of INSERT statement

 initiate connection with database with user_id

Figure 3.4: Sequence Diagram for the posting process
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3.3.3 Smartphone Agent Pull

When a user requests information from the CrowdNav server the same steps described

in the smarphone agent post are performed. The only difference is the SQL statement

issued after the connection to the CrowdNav database is established. Instead of an

INSERT statement a SELECT statement is issued. The SELECT statement issued

has the following form:

SELECT * FROM city_table WHERE latitude > userLat - latRange and lati-

tude < userLat + latRange AND longitude > userLng - lngRange AND longitude <

userLng + lngRange

The coordinate <userLat, userlng> corresponds to the user’s current location and

latRange, lngRange are padding values. The WHERE clause is used to specify a

rectangular area around the user’s geo-location as shown in Figure 3.5. This rect-

angular area specifies a region within the city to check for traffic events. Since the

database is indexed by both latitude and longitude this query is efficient. Once the

results are returned to the smartphone client further filtering can be performed by

the client to further shrink the set of relevant information. We propose a client fil-

tering algorithm for determining problematic regions around a route in the prototype

implementation section.

3.3.4 Routing Process

Smartphones are equipped with navigation applications that allow the user to enter a

desired destination and then provide the user with a route from his current location to

the desired destination. In our system we combine this functionality with the traffic

information obtained from the CrowdNav server to provide the user with an efficient
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Figure 3.5: Pulling Relevant information by restricting the search query to bounded
rectangle around the user’s location
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route. A route that considers the current road conditions and avoids all problematic

areas between the current location and the desired destination. As described previ-

ously, the routing server receives the current and destination geo-locations along with

a list of all geo-locations to avoid. The routing server will respond with the fastest

route that avoids all problematic geo-locations in the ideal case. However, there are

instances when the routing server cannot find a route that avoids all problematic

areas. In this case, the routing server will respond with a route that includes some

of the problematic areas but is the fastest amongst all routes. The routing server

decides the fastest route based on static information about roads that include road

speed limits and the number of stop signs and traffic lights on each road.

The routing algorithm performs the following steps:

1. Perform an HTTP request to the LAS to convert the desired destination address

to a geo-location

2. Perform a Pull of problematic geo-locations from the CrowdNav Server.

3. Send an HTTP request to the routing server with the current geo-location,

destination geo-location, and list of problematic geo-locations .

4. The Routing server responds with the best available route to the smartphone

agent.

5. The smartphone agent shows the route on the map.

All steps mentioned above are clear except for the second step. In the second

step we need to determine the problematic points from the current location to the

destination. Determining the problematic areas around a single point is done by
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simply restricting the query search space to a rectangular region around the single

point as was done during the smartphone pull process. However, in this case the goal

is to find all problematic points between two locations. We do this by first calculating

a route from source to destination by issuing a request to the routing server. The

routing server responds with a list of geo-locations that represent the route. We iterate

through this list to find the minimum and maximum lattitude, latmin and latmax, as

well as the minimum and maximum longitude, lngmin and lngmax, of all geo-locations.

Using these four quantities we can calulate the boundaries of the bounding box of the

route using the following equations:

top = latmax + latRange

bottom = latmin − latRange

left = lngmin − lngRange

right = lngmax + lngRange

where latRange and lngRange are padding values. An example rectangular region

around a route is shown in Figure 3.6.

If the source and destination are in the same city we can use the LAS server to

determine which city to query. However, in order to handle the case where the source

and destination are in different cities, we maintain a table in our database that stores

the range of geo-locations of each city along with the city name; we call this table,

ALLCITIES. The record of the ALLCITIES table has the form: <latstart, latend,

lngstart, lngend, city_name> and is indexed by first four fields. Every time a new city

table is created the ALLCITIES table is updated with the new city and its range of
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Figure 3.6: An example of a bounding box for a route

geo-locations. We are assuming this information can be obtained from the LAS. In

order to determine the set of cities that the route passes through we issue a query to

the ALLCITIES table to determine if there is an intersection between the bounding

box of each city and the bounding box of the route. The query has the following

form:

SELECT city_name FROM ALLCITIES WHERE

latstart ≥ bottom AND latstart ≤ top OR

latend ≥ bottom AND latend ≤ top OR

lngstart ≥ left AND lngstart ≤ right OR

lngend ≥ left AND lngend ≤ right OR

Once the set of cities is determined we issue the following query to each city table

that is in the set:
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SELECT * from city_table WHERE latitude ≥ bottom AND latitude ≤ top AND

longitude ≥ left AND longitude ≤ right.

This query applies the entire bounding box of the route to each city. Once the list of

problematic areas is determined the route is re-calculated by sending another request

to the routing server with the problematic areas. The routing server responds with a

route that avoids all problematic areas.



Chapter 4

Prototype Implementation

In this chapter we describe, in detail, a prototype that we developed that emulates

the CrowdNav System that we call uRoute. The goal of uRoute is to demonstrate

the effectiveness of crowdsourcing for Traffic Information Dissemination. We use

iPhone as our platform to implement uRoute and Facebook server as a CrowdNav

server. uRoute captures the process of gathering information from the crowd. uRoute

enables users to post traffic events to Facebook. Users then retrieve information in

a context-aware fashion by issuing queries to the Facebook server. The system also

integrates a routing, and a geocoding server to process the geographic information and

then disseminate the information to user’s based on the relevancy of the information.

4.1 Scenario

This scenario provides an example of how uRoute prototype is used in the real world.

A uRoute user (Tom) subscribes to the Facebook group associated with uRoute. In

order to use uRoute, Tom downloads the uRoute application to his smart phone and

47
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places the smartphone on the vehicle’s dashboard as he departs his home. While

he is driving uRoute detects his vehicle’s location. Approaching to an area that has

a traffic accident, Tom activates the listening mode of uRoute and informs uRoute

about the traffic accident using voice commands. Tom then gets out of the collision

area and enters another street. Tom asks uRoute using an audio command about

traffic conditions, and uRoute informs Tom about the events that are in his vicinity.

After a while of driving, Tom decides to go to a specific location. He enters the

address of his desired destination and uRoute guides him to his destination using

turn by turn audio instructions as well as providing visual queues on the road map.

Tom follows the directions of uRoute and drives for some distance, because uRoute

is periodically updated with the latest traffic events, uRoute informs Tom about an

upcoming traffic congestion ahead and automatically recalculates the optimal route

to avoid the traffic congestion.

4.2 Prototype Architecture

The components of our system are: traffic event sources, the CrowdNav server, GIS

servers (Routing and Geocoding), and a user interface. Our prototype architecture

emulates this system architecture. The components of our prototype are: the uRoute

smartphone application which is the user interface of the prototype, Facebook which

is a popular social network, Cloudemade which is the routing server and Google Earth

which is the geocoding server. In our prototype, Facebook acts as both a source of

traffic information as well as emulating the CrowdNav server and database. Traf-

fic Events information is posted to Facebook making Facebook a traffic event source.

Facebook then stores the posted events in its database. To Pull relevant traffic events,
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Figure 4.1: Prototype Architecture

a smartphone user issues queries to Facebook which extracts the desired information

from the Facebook database and sends the information to the user who requested.

From this perspective, Facebook acts as a server which emulates the data storage

and query processing functionalities of the CrowdNav server and database, therefore

allowing information pulling by the smartphone users. In the case of Facebook, the

source of traffic information and the server are the same component and therefore

there is no need to explicitly pull the traffic information from the source. Our proto-

type architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. The uRoute application is developed using

the iPhone 4.0 SDK and the application runs on an iPhone 4.0 device that runs the

iPhone 4.3 iOS operating system. Details of the processes between the prototype

components are discussed below.
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4.3 uRoute Interface

The uRoute Interface starts by asking the user to Login to Facebook. If this is the first

time the user logs in to Facebook through the uRoute interface then Facebook asks the

user to allow the uRoute application to post on his behalf as well as accessing the user’s

public Facebook information. If the user grants the application these permissions then

the Facebook login process through uRoute is successful. The sequence diagram in

Figure 4.3 shows these steps. Once the user logs in successfully the main uRoute

screen appears which shows the road map around the user’s current location and

it also shows two buttons "Monitor" and "Route". "Monitor" and "Route" represent

the two modes in which the application can be used. If the user clicks the "Monitor"

button then he enters into "Monitor" mode. In this mode, the user can post or retrieve

traffic events at any time. Posting can be done through audio commands or through

the "Post" button. When using audio commands, the words recognized by uRoute

are displayed in a textfield at the top of the screen. This gives the driver visual

confirmation that uRoute has heard the spoken command correctly. Traffic Event

retrieval is done through audio commands or through the "Traffic I" button. Both the

"Post" and "Traffic I" buttons appear once the "Monitor" button is clicked. In route

mode, the user can enter a destination that he wishes to reach. Once the destination

is entered, uRoute navigation will guide the user to his destination. Figure 4.2 shows

screen shots of the uRoute interface in both "Monitor" and "Route" modes.

A user can post or retrieve information through audio commands while driving. In

order to post an event the user clicks the "Monitor" button. Once "Monitor" mode is

activated uRoute enters the "PASSIVE LISTENING STATE". In this state, uRoute

will be processing the user’s speech to check if the user has said the word "Sharing".
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Figure 4.2: uRoute Interface in Monitor and Route Modes

The word "Sharing" is the keyword that informs uRoute that the user would like to

post an event. Once, uRoute recognizes the keyword "SHARING", uRoute enters

the "ACTIVE LISTENING STATE". In this state, uRoute prompts the user for the

specific traffic event and the user responds. Once uRoute recognizes the traffic event

uRoute asks the user to confirm whether he wants to post the event. Once the user

confirms, the user’s message is posted onto Facebook. This process is carried out

through voice messages and thus does not requires the user to click any buttons.

If the user wants to retrieve traffic information the user simply says the keyword

"Traffic Info" and uRoute will speak the list of relevant events to the user. Audio

messages are also generated to the smartphone users when the users is Route mode

to guide the user using turn by turn instructions. We use OpenEars, an open source

library [21], to perform voice recognition and speech generation. The audio interface is

configured to recognise the following keywords: TRAFFIC, CONGESTION, SLOW,
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Figure 4.3: uRoute Login Process

COLLISON, ABORT, EXIT, SHARING, LISTEN, WELL, YES, CONSTRUCTION,

INFO, BREAKDOWN, POST, INCIDENT, BLOCKED.

4.4 Posting Traffic Information to Facebook

As mentioned in the system specification the network of drivers act as sensors of

traffic events that can disseminate the sensed events either directly to the CrowdNav

server or to other venues such as social networks. In the prototype, uRoute allows

drivers to post traffic events to Facebook using the iPhone Facebook API. All posts

are sent to the uRoute Facebook group. In order for the user to post and retrieve

information from Facebook he must be subscribed to the uRoute Facebook group.
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When posting a message, the Facebook API, issues an HTTP request to the Facebook

server using the "POST" request method which includes the traffic event message. The

post message is composed of: the traffic event observed, the geo-location, and address

information which includes: street, postal code, and city of the user. The traffic event

is chosen from a predefined list of traffic events and they are: CONGESTION, SLOW

TRAFFIC, CONSTRUCTION, COLLISION, BREAKDOWN, INCIDENT. The geo-

location of the user is determined using the iPhone location services API which uses

the integrated GPS (Global Positioning System) to obtain the geo-location. The

address information is determined through reverse geocoding which is provided by the

iPhone API. In addition to the traffic event, geo-location, and address information

contained in the message of the post, Facebook automatically stamps each post with

a current time and date.

The user can post to Facebook using voice commands or by a single click of the

"post" button. If using voice commands, the user can specify one of the predefined

traffic events. On the other hand, when clicking the "post" button the traffic event

will automatically be set to "congestion". The reason for this design choice is that

there is a high probability that posting an event will occur while the user is driving

and therefore distractions to the user need to be minimized. When the user is posting

using voice commands the user is still able to focus on the road and therefore has the

luxury to safely specify the traffic event; whereas posting using clicking is a significant

distraction to the driver and requiring the driver to choose the traffic event out of a

predefined list increases this distraction and makes driving unsafe. The message is

posted to the Facebook group that the user is part of. All members of the uRoute

Facebook group can post messages and retrieve relevant traffic events from the uRoute
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group.

4.5 Pulling in a Context Aware Fashion

The traffic events that are pulled from the social networks are filtered based on their

relevancy to the user. The entire pulling process is captured in Figure 4.4. Relevancy

of Facebook traffic events posts are based on the following criteria:

4.5.1 City and Time criterion

In order to provide the user with information in a context aware fashion uRoute

uses the user’s current city and time to filter out irrelevant information. Any event

that is outside the current city of the user is not relevant to the user. Additionally,

an expiry time is set to filter out any disseminated events that have been on the

Facebook page for longer than the expiry time. The filtering by city and time is

done on the Facebook server side. The Facebook Graph API [3] allows users to query

Facebook data using the Facebook Query Language (FQL). An example of an FQL

query that selects posts that are in the city of Toronto and were posted within the last

30 minutes: "SELECT message FROM stream WHERE source_id = group_id

and created_time > now() - 1800 and strpos(message, ’City: Toronto’) >= 0" Where

the "stream" is the group’s list of posts and the source_id is the uRoute group_id on

Facebook. The created_time > now() - 1800 specifies that the facebook post creation

time is greater than the current time minus 1800 seconds which equals 30 minutes.

The function strpos(string1, string2) returns the position of string2 within string1.

Otherwise, if string2 is not found within string1 it returns a negative value.
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Figure 4.4: uRoute Pulling Process
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4.5.2 Relevant Zone Criterion

Once events have been filtered by time and city, the next stage of filtering deals

with the event’s location that is relative to the user’s current location. If the user’s

route is unknown it becomes a challenge to decide which events are relevant to the

user in terms of location. In the Relevant Zone criterion, we use two measures of

relevancy: distance and direction. The distance measure ensures that the event must

be close enough to the user’s current location. We use a distance of 5 km as our

decision boundary for deciding if an event is close enough or not. In other words,

we include all events that fall within the circle that is centred at the user’s current

location and has a radius of 5 km. However, we further restrict the set of relevant

events by looking at the user’s driving direction. We restrict the circle of radius 5

km to the semi-circle of the same radius that is constructed by cutting the circle

by the line that is perpendicular to the user’s current driving direction. Figure 4.5

demonstrates how the Relevant Zone criterion is used to restrict the set of relevant

events. In order to determine which events fall within the Relevant Zone we use

Algorithm 4.1. In the algorithm, we calculate the angle, θ, which is the difference

between the car’s current heading and the initial bearing. The car’s current heading

is the angle, θ1, from the iPhone’s pointing direction to true north assuming that the

iPhone device is pointing in the same direction as the car’s driving direction. The

initial bearing is defined as the angle, θ2, from the arc connecting the current location

and event location to true north. In our case, the starting point of the arc is the

user’s current location, and the ending point is the event location. Earth positions

are described using latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates. If we assume that the

user’s location is represented by the point p = (l1, k1) where l1 and k1 are the latitude
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and longitude of the point p respectively. Similarly, we represent the traffic event

location by q = (l2, k2). The following equation describes the formula for the initial

bearing, θ2, of the arc connecting p to q:

θ2 = atan2(sin(k2 − k1).cos(l2), cost(l1).sin(l2)− sin(l1).cos(l2).cos(k2 − k1)) (4.1)

Finally, θ is calculated using θ = |θ2 − θ1|. If θ ≤ 90 then the traffic event is within

the the semi-circle.

Algorithm 4.1 Algorithm for determining if post location satisfies the Relevant Zone
criterion
θ1 ← car heading from true north
θ2 ← initial bearing using equation 4.1
θ ← |θ2 − θ1|
if θ > 180 then

θ = 360− θ
end if
if θ ≤ 90 then

return true
end if
return false

4.6 uRoute Navigation

The uRoute application also allows the user to navigate to a desired destination using

the GPS capabilities of the smartphone much like a stand alone GPS device. However,

the uRoute application provides an effective method of navigation. uRoute navigation

uses the relevant traffic event information retrieved from Facebook to provide the user

with an optimal route that avoids any of the relevant traffic problems posted by other

users. In addition to this, uRoute navigation periodically checks the uRoute group for
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Figure 4.5: Demonstration of the Relevant Zone Criterion. The Red dot represents
the post location and the car Figure represent the user’s current location

any updates and then recalculates the route if necessary while the user is still on his

journey to reach his destination. This is all done automatically and without any effort

by the user. In a standalone GPS device, the user must manually enter specific points

to avoid and ask the GPS device to calculate an alternate route avoiding the specified

points. GPS companies such as Garmin have recently introduced GPS devices that

perform automatic re-routing, however, these GPS devices can be expensive while

uRoute navigation is available without any cost to the smartphone user. Additionally,

these recent GPS products do not exploit social networks as a source of traffic events.

The uRoute navigation process is depicted in Figure 4.6. To initiate the navigation

process, the user enters his destination. Once the user enters his destination address

and requests a route, uRoute sends an HTTP request to the Google earth server to
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geocode the destination address. Geocoding the destination address refers to the map-

ping of the destination address to a geo-location. The Google earth server responds

using the Java Script Object Notation (JSON) data interchange format. uRoute then

parses the JSON response and extracts the geo-location of the destination address.

Using the iPhone location services API uRoute determines the geo-location of the

current address of the user. Next, an FQL query is issued to Facebook to retrieve all

events that have not expired and are in the same city as the user by using the City and

Time criterion in 4.5.1. Each of the retrieved posts are processed and the lattitude

and longitude pair of each post is extracted and saved in a list of relevant events. Us-

ing the current address geo-location, destination address geo-location, and relevant

events’ geo-locations uRoute issues an HTTP request to the Cloudmade Routing

server. Cloudmade responds with the optimal route from the user’s current address

to the desired destination while avoiding any of the geo-locations in the list of relevant

traffic. The Cloudmade response is also in the JSON data interchange format. The

reponse contains two main components. The first component is the routeGeometry

list which contains the list of geo-locations that represent the route from the current

address to the destination address. The second component is the routeInstructions

list which stores the navigation instructions that are used by uRoute to guide the user

along his journey. With each instruction, routeInstructions also stores the index of

the geo-location in routeGeometry that correspond to the instruction. Using the

iPhone MapView API along with routeGeometry the route is displayed on the map

and driving instructions stored in routeInstructions are communicated to the user as

audio messages along his journey. In order to ensure that the proper audio message

is generated at the correct moment in the user’s journey we use Algorithm 4.2. Every
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time the user’s location is updated the algorithm checks the user’s distance to the

next critical point. The next critical point is the geo-location of the next instruction.

If the distance to the next critical point is less than a specific threshold distance then

the next instruction is spoken and the routeInstruction array pointer is moved to

the next element. This process continues until the user reaches his destination. The

threshold distance, tDist is defined as:

tDist = 200 ∗ carSpeed/20 (4.2)

Where carSpeed is in kilometres per hour. This equation ensures that the threshold

distance increases as the car’s speed increases which ensures that the driver has enough

time to react to the instruction given.

Algorithm 4.2 Algorithm for speaking the route instructions at appropriate mo-
ments in the user’s journey to his destination
currentInstructionIndex← 0
while user’s location is changing do

tDist← 200 ∗ (carSpeed/20)
criticalPoint← geo-location of current instruction
dist← distance to criticalPoint
if dist < tDist then

Speak(routeInstruction[currentInstructionIndex])
currentInstructionIndex++

end if
end while

As the user drives to his destination uRoute periodically checks the uRoute group

Facebook page to determine whether new traffic events have been posted in the user’s

city. If this is the case such events are retreived and algorithm 4.3 is used to determine

whether these events intersect the user’s current route. Algorithm 4.3 first determines
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Figure 4.6: Sequence diagram showing the logic of the uRoute navigation process
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which geo-locations in the route the user has not yet passed and stores this list of

points in remainingRouteGeometry. Next, the algorithm traverses through every

pair of consecutive points in remainingRouteGeometry and measures the cross track

distance to the geo-location of the Facebook post. If the cross track distance is less

than 50 metres the post location is considered to be on the road of the user’s journey.

The algorithm repeats this process for all posts retrieved from Facebook. The cross

track distance is measured on a 3D sphere and is analagous to the distance between

a point and a line segment on a 2D plane. It is the distance of the shortest arc on a

sphere between a point p and the the arc connecting two points, s and t. The cross

track distance is demonstrated in Figure 4.7. Given s and t, two consecutive points on

the road, and p, the post location. To measure the cross track distance,dct, between

p and the arc connecting s to t, on the surface of earth we use the following equation:

dct = asin(sin(dsp/R)× sin(θsp − θst))×R (4.3)

Where dsp is the great circle distance between s and p, θsp is the initial bearing

between s and p, θst is the initial bearing between s and t, and R is the raduis of

earth which measures at 6371 km.

4.7 Discussion

The System that we have presented integrates all traffic information from available

traffic sources with the information coming from the crowd. Using the crowd with the

various information sources ensures that we have the most complete picture of traffic

conditions. We believe information reported by the crowd is especially important
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Algorithm 4.3 Algorithm for determining whether the new facebook posts intersects
with the route to the destination
minDistanceToRoad← 50metres
onRouteEvents← []
remainingRouteGeometry ← points in routeGeometry that have not been passed
for every post, p, in the list of retreived posts do

for every (s, t) = two consecutive geo-locations in routeGeometry do
crossTrackDist← great circle distance from p to arc connecting s and t
if crossTrackDist < minDistanceToRoad then

add p to onRouteEvents
end if

end for
end forreturn onRouteEvents

Figure 4.7: The distance of the dotted arcs represent the cross track distance on the
3D sphere
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because it is reported directly to the CrowdNav server without any intermediate

steps which ensures that traffic event information is available immediately once the

crowd reports it. In addition, the crowd can sense traffic events even in non-major

roadways which are usually missed by a city’s traffic monitoring systems and agencies.

At the same time such agencies can include information that is missed by that crowd.

Along with information obtained from traffic-related groups on social networks the

CrowdNav system promises to have a very comprehensive picture of traffic conditions.

Due to the extendible framework that we present new traffic information sources can

always be added to the system. The traffic information available in the CrowdNav

server can be used in two ways. The first is that the user can issue a query to the

server to see if there are any traffic events around his current position. This is similar

to hearing the daily traffic report. The advantage when using the CrowdNav system

is that this information can be extracted at any time. In addition, the CrowdNav

system only delivers the information that is relevant to the user based on the user’s

geo-location and time. The second way that the CrowdNav information is used for

intelligent navigation of the user, which calculates optimal routes that avoid traffic

problems that are aggregated from crowd and various traffic sources and provides

automatic re-routing in case new problems are reported on the user’s current route.



Chapter 5

System Evaluation

In this chapter we propose several test cases to evaluate the functionality of the proto-

type proposed in Chapter 4. By evaluating the protptype we also seek to show that the

prototype satisfies the following system attributes: human reporting, context-aware

information dissemination, and intelligent navigation. Furthermore, these attributes

are satisfied through an interface that requires minimal user interaction to ensure a

safe driving experience. In each test case proposed we outline the testcase steps, the

expected results and the actual results which are shown through screen shots and

other forms of system output.

5.1 Test Case 1: Login and Logout

The first step in using the uRoute application is to login to Facebook. This test case

aims to show the ability of the user to login and logout of Facebook using the uRoute

Interface.

Execution Guidelines:

65
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(a) uRoute before login in (b) Facebook login page (c) Screen shown after login

Figure 5.1: Login and Logout for the uRoute Application

1. The user enters his “Login” credentials, then clicks the “Login” button.

2. The user clicks "Logout" button.

Expected Results:

1. The user successfully logs into Facebook and uRoute says a welcoming message.

2. uRoute logs the user out of Facebook.

Result: The snapshot of Figure 5.1a shows the graphical user interface of uRoute.

Once the user clicks the “Login” button the Facebook page will appear allowing the

user to enter his login credentials as shown in Figure 5.1b. After the user successfully

logs into Facebook, uRoute says a welcome message and displays the screen shown in

Figure 5.1c. When the user clicks "Logout", uRoute logs the user out of the Facebook

and the user is taken back to the screen shown in Figure 5.1a.
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5.2 Test Case 2: uRoute Keyword Detection

This test case shows that uRoute will not go into the "ACTIVE LISTENING STATE"

until the user says the keyword "SHARING". uRoute does not respond to any spoken

words if the user does not say the keyword "SHARING" even if uRoute can recognise

these spoken words. In this test case and all upcoming testcases, the user is assumed

to be logged in to Facebook through the uRoute interface.

Execution Guidelines:

1. The user clicks the "Monitor" button.

2. The user says: "WELL LISTEN" and "TRAFFIC INCIDENT" which are all

keywords recognized by uRoute.

3. The user says: "SHARING" to go into the "ACTIVE LISTENING STATE".

Expected Result:

1. uRoute should go into the "PASSIVE LISTENING STATE" once the user clicks

the "Monitor" button.

2. uRoute should stay in "PASSIVE LISTENING STATE" when the first two

phrases are spoken.

3. When the user says the keyword "SHARING", uRoute should enter the “AC-

TIVE LISTENING STATE”.

Results: The snapshots in Figure 5.2 depicts the graphical user interface when

the user is speaking. The console output in lines (1-9) of Figure 5.3 shows that

while uRoute is in "PASSIVE LISTENING STATE " it detects the words "WELL
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LISTEN" and "TRAFFIC INCDENT". However, when uRoute detects the keyword

"SHARING" the uRoute state becomes "ACTIVE LISTENING STATE".

(a) heard speach in Passive
Listening state

(b) heard speach in Passive
Listening state

(c) keyword is detected which
turns the system into Active
Listening state

Figure 5.2: Iphone graphical user interface showing the speech detected by uRoute

Figure 5.3: uRoute’s Console Output
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5.3 Test Case 3: Aborting the Posting Process

In this testcase, we show how a user starts to post an event and then decides to abort

posting after changing his mind.

Execution Guildelines:

1. The user clicks the “Monitor” button.

2. The user says the specific keyword, "SHARING", to prompt uRoute to go into

the “ACTIVE LISTENING STATE".

3. The user confirms the keyword and specifies a traffic event .

4. The user says the keyword “EXIT”.

5. The user clicks "Stop" button.

Expected Results:

1. Once the user clicks the "Monitor" button, uRoute enters the "PASSIVE LIS-

TENING STATE".

2. When the user says "SHARING" uRoute goes into “ACTIVE LISTENING

STATE" and the system then asks the user for confirmiation of the keyword.

3. uRoute prompts the user for the traffic event and then asks the user for confir-

mation of the reported traffic event .

4. When the user replies by saying: “EXIT”, uRoute aborts the posting process

and goes back into the “PASSIVE LISTENING STATE".

5. When the user clicks the "Stop" button, uRoute stops listening.
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Results: The user selects “Monitor” , then the system starts listening without taking

any action, this is the “PASSIVE LISTENING STATE” which is shown in lines (1-

3) of the console output Figure 5.4. Lines (4-9) of the console show that the user

says the keyword "SHARING" which is shown in the heard text field in Figure 5.5a

and uRoute enters the “ACTIVE LISTENING STATE”. uRoute asks the user to

confirm the heard keyword, "SHARING" and the user confirms as shown in Figure

5.5b. uRoute says the word “EVENT” to prompt the user to specify the traffic event

as shown in lines(10-11) of the console. The user responds by specifying a traffic

event as shown in Figure 5.5c and lines (12-13) of the console. uRoute asks the

user to confirm the heard event, lines(14-15). The user decides to abort the posting

process by saying the keyword “EXIT” as shown in Figure 5.5d. uRoute responds

by switching back to the “PASSIVE LISTENING STATE", lines (16-19). When the

user clicks "Stop", uRoute stops listening, line(20).

5.4 Test Case 4: Posting a Traffic Event to Face-

book

This test case tests the ability of uRoute to post to Facebook upon being prompted by

an audio command. It also shows that uRoute automatically determines the current

location and time of the user and include this information in the Facebook post.

Execution Guidelines:

1. The user clicks the "Monitor" button.

2. The users says the keyword "SHARING".
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Figure 5.4: Console Output for the aborting process

3. The user confirms the keyword and then reports the traffic event, "CONGES-

TION", once prompted.

4. The user confirms the event.

5. The user confirms that he/she wants to post the traffic event.

Expected Result:

1. uRoute goes into the "PASSIVE LISTENING STATE" once the user clicks the

"Monitor" button.

2. uRoute goes into the “ACTIVE LISTENTING” state when the keyword "SHAR-

ING" is detected by uRoute

3. uRoute converts the spoken traffic event into text and asks the user to confirm

it.
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(a) uRoute detecting the
"Sharing" keyword

(b) User confirmation of the
keyword

(c) uRoute detecting the
event

(d) uRoute detecting the
"Exit" keyword

Figure 5.5: Aborting the posting process
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4. uRoute prompts the user to confim to post the event.

5. uRoute posts the heard traffic event on Facebook.

6. uRoute posts the time of the event, city, street name, street number, postal code

and the GPS coordinates (longitude , latitude) along with the traffic event.

7. uRoute goes back into the “PASSIVE LISTENING STATE” state.

Results: The snapshots in Figure 5.6 depicts the graphical user interface after uRoute

enters the "ACTIVE LISTENING STATE". At this point the user is prompted for

the event and the user reports an event “CONGESTION” on the road. uRoute

recognizes this event as a valid traffic event and asks for user’s confirmation to post

the event. Finally, uRoute lets the user know that the message has been posted via

audio. The console output in Figure 5.7 shows the processing of uRoute as the steps

mentioned above are carried out. Lines (1,2) show that uRoute is in the "PASSIVE

LISTENING STATE". Lines (3-9) and (26-33) show the location service performing

periodic detection of the device’s current location. This periodic localization happens

at specific interval within a few seconds. Lines (11-13) show that uRoute has entered

"ACTIVE LISTENING STATE" after detecting the specific keyword, "SHARING".

Line (14) shows that uRoute is speaking to the user to confirm that the user has said

the keyword, "SHARING". Line (16) shows that the user confirmed by saying the

word "YES". Once the user confirms, uRoute prompts the user for the traffic event

line(18). The user responds by saying the word "CONGESTION" as shown in lines

(19, 20) then in lines (21-24 ) is when the uRoute asks to confirm the event and the

user confirms it. Finally uRoute asks the user whether he/she would like to post line

(29) and the user responds with "YES" line (34-35). uRoute then posts the message
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line (36). Lines (37,38) show that uRoute returns to the "PASSIVE LISTENING

STATE". Figure 5.8 shows the uRoute Facebook page.

(a) System Receives Traffic
Event

(b) Confirming the traffic
event and comfirmation to
post

Figure 5.6: Iphone graphical user interface while reporting the traffic event

5.5 Test Case 5: Retreiving Information in a Context-

Aware Fashion

In this test case we deal with pulling traffic events from uRoute by the iphone client.

This test case is divided into three subcases depending on what criteria is used to

pull the traffic events. The goal is to extract events that are relevant to the user’s

current context. Traffic events are relevant to the user if:

I City Criterion: It’s in the same city as the user

II Time Criterion: The event has not expired
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Figure 5.7: Console Output for Posting Message

Figure 5.8: uRoute Facebook group showing the post
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III Relevant Zone Criterion: The location of the event satisfies the relevant zone

criterion described previously.

In the following sub test cases, it is assumed that the user is already logged in and

the "Monitor" button has been clicked which means the system is in the "PASSIVE

LISTENING STATE".

5.5.1 Pulling Based on City

Execution Guidelines:

1. Four different traffic events are created on Facebook, all of the traffic events are

in the user’s city except one.

2. The user says the keyword: "TRAFFIC INFO" or clicks the ’Traffic I" button.

Expected Results: uRoute should return only the three relevant events and ignore

the one that is in a different city.

Results: The four Facebook posts that are created are shown in Figure 5.9, it can

be seen that that there are three posts in the city of Kingston and one post in the

city of Toronto. The user is in Kingston. Once the user issues the "TRAFFIC INFO"

command, only the three Kingston posts are returned as shown in the console output

in Figure 5.10. Line 1 of the console shows the Facebook fql query that is performed

by uRoute to access the traffic events that are in Kingston. Finally, the relevant posts

are shown on lines 14-24 and are relayed to the user via audio message as shown on

lines 25-27 of the console output.
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Figure 5.9: uRoute Facebook group for city criterion test case

5.5.2 Pulling Based on Time of Post

Execution Guidelines:

1. Four different traffic events are created on Facebook. Only one event is valid,

the other three are expired based on an expiry time of 30 minutes. All the posts

are in the same city and statisfy the semi-circular criteria.

2. The user says the keyword: "TRAFFIC INFO" or clicks the "Traffic I" button.

Expected Results: uRoute should return only one relevant event and ignore the

ones that are expired.

Results: The four Facebook posts that are created are shown in Figure 5.11.The

posts are considerd expired if they are older than thirty minutes . At 11:57 am the

user issues a "TRAFFIC INFO" voice command to uRoute to extract the traffic infor-

mation. uRoute returns only one post that is still valid and fitlers the expired posts.
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Figure 5.10: uRoute console for city criterion test case
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Figure 5.11: uRoute Facebook group for time criterion

As can be seen in Figure 5.11 all other posts are at least forty-nine minutes old. The

sequence of steps are shown in the console in Figure 5.12. Lines (1-9) of the console

shows the Facebook query that is issued by uRoute to filter the expired traffic posts.

The part of the query: "created_time > now() − 1800" filters out the expired posts.

The relevant posts are shown on Lines 10-15. Finally, lines (15-16) show that uRoute

is informing the user of the traffic events through audio messages.
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Figure 5.12: uRoute Console for time criterion test case

5.5.3 Pulling based on Relevant Zone criterion

Execution Guidelines:

1. Three different traffic events are created on Facebook, the first two statisfy the

relevant zone criteria. All posts are in the same city and are still valid in terms

of time.

2. The user says the keyword: "TRAFFIC INFO" or clicks the "Traffic I" button.

Expected Results: uRoute returns the two events that satisfy the relevant zone

criteria.

Results: The three Facebook posts that are created are shown in Figure 5.13. The

post location on the map are shown in figure 5.14a. The figure also shows which two

posts satisfy the Relevant Zone criterion. Once the user issues "TRAFFIC INFO"
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a sequence of steps will be initiated to extract the events that satisfy the relevant

zone as shown in the console output in Figure 5.15. Line 1 of the console shows

the Facebook fql query performed by uRoute to access the traffic posts and filter it

according to time and city. Lines (4-14) show that all three events are extracted from

Facebook because they all satisfy the city and time criteria. Lines (16-28) show the

value of the angleToPost variable which is the difference between iphone’s bearing

and the initial bearing as described in Chapter 4. If angleToPost ≤ 90 then the

post satisfies the relevant zone criterion. Only two posts have an angle ≤ 90 and

therefore only these posts are considered relevant as shown on lines (29-26). Finallly,

uRoute relays the relevant traffic events to the user via audio messages as seen on

lines (28-30). Figure 5.14b displays the retreived posts on the map. As expected,

only the two posts that satisfy the relevant zone criterion are displayed.

Figure 5.13: uRoute Facebook group for relevant zone criterion
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(a) All Posts (b) Only Relevant Posts

Figure 5.14: Pulling only posts in Relevant Zone

Figure 5.15: uRoute Console for relevant zone criterion
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5.6 Test Case 6: Efficient Navigation - Route Plan-

ning and Re-Planning

This test case tests uRoute’s ability to analyze the route of the desired destination

and provide the user with an alternative route if a traffic problem appears on the

initial route.

Execution Guidelines:

1. User1 enters his desired destination.

2. User2 posts a congestion that intersects with User1’s route.

Expected Results:

1. Once User1 enters his destination and clicks "RETURN" a route is displayed on

the map.

2. After User2 has posted a "CONGESTION" that intersects with User1’s route,

uRoute recalculates User1’s route which results in an alternative route that

avoids the "CONGESTION" that was posted on the social network. This new

route is displayed on the map along with the avoided "CONGESTION" event.

Result: After User1 enters his destination we get the route shown in Figure 5.17a.

User2 now posts a "Slow Traffic" event on Princess Street" which intersects User1’s

current route. The Facebook screen shot in Figure 5.16 shows the post made by

User2. Now the re-calculated route should have a detour that avoids this congestion

on Princess street. This is accomplished because uRoute periodically checks Facebook

for any new posts that could intersect the current route. As seen in Figure 5.17b, the
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Figure 5.16: uRoute page showin the Slow traffic in Princess Street

(a) Initial Route to Destina-
tion

(b) Recalculated route to
avoid problem on Princess
Street

(c) Zoomed picture of recalcu-
lated route

Figure 5.17: uRoute Automatic Re-routing

new route avoids the congestion on "Princess Street" which is marked by the red pin.

Figure 5.17b is a zoomed version of Figure 5.17c showing more clearly how the new

route avoids the congestion on Princess street.
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5.7 Test Case 7: Efficient Navigation via Audio

Instructions

In this test case we show the ability of uRoute to guide the user using turn by turn

audio instructions.

Execution Guidelines:

1. The user enters his desired destination to get an optimal route.

2. The user drives to his destination using the audio instructions given by uRoute.

Expected Results:

1. uRoute displays the optimal route and shows the user a moving dot representing

his the user’s movenment along the route to his destination.

2. uRoute gives the user correct turn-by-turn audio instructions to get him to his

destination.

Result: Figure 5.18 shows the different points during the user’s journey to his desti-

nation at which uRoute gave the user an audio instruction. It can be seen that these

audio instructions occur right before the user has to make a turn. In this case, uRoute

is configured to speak the audio instructions when the user is 200m away from his

next turn. The audio instructions are captured in the console output which is shown

as part of Figure 5.19.
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(a) First audio instruction re-
layed to user

(b) Second audio instruction re-
layed to user

(c) Third audio instruction re-
layed to user

(d) Fourth audio instruction re-
layed to user

Figure 5.18: Screenshots of the user’s location when audio instructions where gener-
ated
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Figure 5.19: Console output showing the audio instructions in order

5.8 Test Case 8: Failure Test Cases

In order for uRoute to function without failure, the services that uRoute depends on

must all be functional. In this section we explain how uRoute reacts to the absence

or failure of one of these required services. The failure of these services include:

1. No internet connection.

2. Microphone Failure.

3. Facebook server is out of service.

4. iphone GPS is not enabled.

5.8.1 No Internet Connection

Execution Guidelines:

1. The user launches uRoute.

2. The user logins to Facebook.

Expected Results:

1. uRoute should notify the user that it fails to connect to the internet.
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Results: Once the user clicks the login button uRoute fails to take the user to the

login page and notifies the user there is no internet connection.

5.8.2 Facebook is Out of Service

Execution Guidelines:

1. The user launches uRoute.

2. The user tries to login to Facebook.

Expected Results:

1. uRoute should redirects the user to a page that notifies the user that Facebook

is unavailable.

Results: The user clicks login button and then uRoute redirect the user to a page

with the following message "Facebook server is out of service".

5.8.3 Microphone Failure

Execution Guidelines:

1. The user is assumed to be logged in and in the "Monitor" mode.

2. The user attempts to post a traffic event to Facebook using audio commands.

3. Upon discovering the uRoute is not recognizing any audio commands, the user

attempts to post his message using the "Post" button.

Expected Results: When the user says the keyword, "SHARING", uRoute is unable

to respond due to microphone failure. Therefore, the user clicks the "POST" button
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instead, which causes uRoute to post a "CONGESTION" with the current address

and time .

Results: uRoute does not respond to the user’s audio commands. However, when

the user clicks "POST" button it posts a congestion with the address and time on the

Facebook group.
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Conclusion and Future work

In this dissertation, we have presented CrowdNav, a traffic information dissmination

system, whose goal is to help drivers reach their destination efficiently and safely.

CrowdNav uses Crowdsourcing to obtain traffic condition information as well as in-

tegrating traffic information obtained from other ITS sources. Therefore, CrowdNav

uses both the collective sensing capability of the crowd as well as the sensing capa-

bility of sensors such as loop wires to create a rich central traffic information source.

The information dissemination in CrowdNav is performed in a context-aware manner

which ensures a driver does not receive information that is of no benefit. Another

powerful feature of CrowdNav that is generally not available in other information

dissemination systems is efficient navigation service that takes into account current

traffic road conditions in planning a route for a driver. Since our system depends

on smartphone location detection, which also uses WiFi and cellular towers to deter-

mine the user’s location, navigation using our system is also possible in areas where

a regular GPS would fail due to loss of GPS signal. These features combined make

CrowdNav a powerful system that represents a significant contribution to the field of

90
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traffic information dissemination.

As a future direction we plan to modify the system to allow for road snapshots

to be taken using the smartphone camera. These snapshots are taken periodically

and automatically and analyzed using image processing algorithms to extract useful

information. The image analyses is performed locally using the smartphone and the

result of the analysis is sent to the server if it is deemed useful. Another area of

improvement is the navigation algorithm of our system. We also intend to implement

a peer-ranking scheme that allows users to rank the information posted by other

drivers. The users can rank the information as true or false. Using this scheme users

who continually post false information would have their membership to the CrowdNav

server revoked. Another feature that could be added to our system is the generation

of traffic forecasts. The system can use historical traffic data, weather forecasts, as

well as information about major events in the city to predict traffic conditions on the

city’s roads.
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